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A University of Pittsburgh Library System newsletter sharing

Horror Collection updates, Romero news, horror genre events, and

more.

A Note from the Collection Coordinator

Summer is here with a new season of horror!

We have some exciting new acquisitions and

events for the warmer months, including a

script from one of the most classic summer

blockbusters to ever hit the screen. This year

also marks the 40th anniversary of Romero's

Creepshow, which will be celebrated at the Living

Dead Weekend. Get the details below, and bring

on the sunshine and the screams!

- Ben Rubin, Horror Studies Collection Coordinator

 

Read these Books...If you Dare

The ULS partnered with the Horror Writers Association

to contribute to their annual Summer Scares Program.

Check out your local public library for programming, as
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well as the featured titles to add to your summer

reading list!

 

Dracula and Jaws Scripts Now at Pitt

We have two exciting new acquisitions to the Horror

Scripts and Ephemera Collection!

A draft script for Tod Browning’s 1931 Dracula

starring Bela Lugosi - The script contains numerous

additional scenes cut from the �lm, including an

ending sequence as Van Helsing breaks the fourth wall

to reassure the audience after the horrors witnessed

on screen. 



A draft script for Steven Spielberg’s 1975 �lm Jaws

- Written by Peter Benchley, the script predates the

publication of his 1974 best-selling book. The

screenplay notably contains a much less explosive

�nale instead killing the shark with a harpoon to the

eye. Forty-seven years later, Jaws remains the perfect

summer horror fare!





Jaws on the Gateway Theatre marquee, which was located in Pittsburgh's

Cultural District.

The UFOs have arrived: Romero's

unproduced Aurora

While best known for his horror �lms, reading through

his unproduced writings, it is apparent that Romero

was a dedicated fan of science �ction. Many of his

writings re�ect a deep fandom of not just the genre,

but also re�ect an interest in space that many in his

generation shared growing up during the dawn of the

space age and the advent of arti�cial satellites and

human space exploration. 

One of our favorite science �ction-inspired scripts is

for the unproduced project Aurora. The story follows

the aftermath of a UFO crash in a small town and the

reactions of the townspeople. 

Read more

 

Fresh Cuts from the Blog

Freaky and fantastic behind-the-scenes highlights from

our Horror Studies website.
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George A. Romero Foundation Updates

- Living Dead Weekend 2022!

The annual Living Dead Weekend returns to

Monroeville Mall June 10-12! Celebrate Romero’s legacy

with three days of programming, including panels

discussing his �lms and chances to meet the cast and

crew. The George A. Romero Foundation will have a

table – stop by to �nd some special 40th anniversary

Creepshow goodies! For more information about

ticketing, celebrity guests, and scheduling, see the

Living Dead Weekend website.
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